Miss Britney’s Learning at Home Activity

Chocolate Chip Cookie Plate

How to Make

Materials:
- Paper Plate
- Brown Paper
- Black Paper
- Glue
- Scissors
- Brown and black crayon or markers and white paper (optional)

Directions:

1. Ask your grown up if you can use a paper plate, brown paper, black paper, glue, and scissors.
2. If you do not have brown and black paper, you can color white paper with a black crayon/marker.
3. The first step is to cut different sized shapes out of the brown paper. Make sure to cut enough shapes to cover the whole plate.
4. If you do not have brown paper, color the paper plate with a brown crayon or marker.
5. Once the brown paper is cut, start gluing the brown paper to the paper plate. Cover the paper plate completely or as much as you can.
6. Next, cut 10 chocolate chip triangles out of the black paper. You can count with your grownup as you count 10 chocolate chips!
7. When your chocolate chips are cut out, glue your chocolate chips on your paper plate.
8. If you do not have black paper, use a black crayon(marker) to add 10 chocolate chips to your cookie by coloring white paper and cutting or just using the marker/crayon on the cookie plate.
9. If you want to add more chocolate chips, you can!